C rowdTUM:

Swarm intelligence for science funding?

Design and implementation of a crowdfunding platform at TUM for the TUM community.
SUMMARY

Kick Of (10.2019)

Question: What influences science outcomes?

Advancing science is costly and requires funding.
Thus mechanisms to allocate money to scientific projects are needed.
Many such mechanisms exist, most notably grant-based public funding and industry sourced funding, but they have been criticized for
a variety of shortcomings. Crowdfunding, a novel way of financing

Trend analysis in scientific community
Idea:

Factors not
concerning
money

„TinderTUM“ (Webplatform)
Idea:

Kick Of
(10.2019)

Question:
What
influences
science
outcomes?

Exploring social network of research.
Analyzing cliques among researchers and effects
of outside factors on content
of research.
(Convention)

Platform (or convention), where students and
university chairs can find each other in order
to receive needed funding (students), and find
innovative projects (chairs)

Modified Lottery

Idea:

Flawed science
funding

Draw lots to distribute science
funding instead of letting people
(who all have certain interests) decide

Why we abandoned the idea:
-> too abstract and too few tasks for everybody of
our group
-> not clear, which specific project could result
from that
Why we abandoned the idea:
-> already a similiar project at TUM („LOIFT“ from
Fakultät Maschinenbau)

Why we abandoned the idea:
-> implementation too difficult and maybe to far
away from „real“ concept

„CrowdTUM“
Idea:

Platform for TUM, where
students can upload their
projects and receive funding
from everybody, just based on
persuasiveness of the idea

Create platform
(build, design, …)

There are 5 pages on the website that have been able to garner more than 100 visitors.
They are in order: 1. The home page with 851 visitors // 2. The projects page with 236 visitors //
3. The project “Ghana Rural Renewable Energy” with 233 visitors // 4. The FAQ with 113 visitors //
5. The project “HORYZN” with 107 visitors
In Figure 2, the visitors to and page views of pages on the website are displayed. The pages are ordered on the
x axis by their views. We can see that there is a small set of pages that are visited a lot of times while the rest of
pages are visited significantly less frequently. Additionally, the number of pages seen per visitor is quite close to
1 in our statistics, where we see 1.02 page views per visitor. However, we should note that our website uses as little
number of trackers and cookies as possible, so it is technically quite difficult for us to identify separate page views
as belonging to the same visitor.
Another interesting statistic is the referrer information we have collected from our website, which denotes
where the visitors have come from, in other words, how the visitors discovered our website.
Our most prominent referrers are in order:
1. The TUM Junge Akademie website // 2. Instagram // 3. Facebook // 4. Various search engines
5. Studinews interview from our team member Jan Kochanowski // 6. LinkedIn

TABLE WHAT WENT GOOD, WHAT DID NOT
Cope with financial, legal
and marketing problems

COVID-19 packages
for needy students
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ANALYTICS
A successful crowdfunding system cannot exist without people willing to create projects and other people willing to
fund those projects. To find the people that would be willing to participate in our crowdfunding experiment, we tried
different marketing strategies and measured the number of visitors and page views our website received over time.
In Figure 1, the number of visitors to the website is depicted over time in the time range 17.12.2019 – 19.08.2020.
The x axis represents the dates and the y axis represents the number of visitors. The black line depicts the number
of visitors per date and it’s smoothed representation is the horizontal blue line. Three potentially important dates
affecting the marketing are displayed as straight vertical lines. The first vertical line in green on the date 16.12.2019
is the day where posters targeting project creators were initially hung over the TUM campus. The second vertical line
in blue on the date 10.02.2020 depicts the distribution of flyers around the TUM campus and Mensa-Garching. The
third vertical line in red on the date 12.03.2020 depicts the start of a range of travel restrictions concerning Germany
due to COVID-19.
The graph shows that while flyers have resulted in a quick and strong peak in views, the peak lasts for a really short
time and the website views normalizes to its usual level. Posters, in contrast, result in a much slower change in
visitors, but result in a peak that is stronger and lasts longer. It should also be noted that the end of December and
the beginning of January correspond to the Christmas/new year holiday which explains the valley of visitor count
after the posters were initially hung.
Figure 2: Number of visitors and page views by page, ordered.
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SUMMARY OF OUR CONCLUSIONS
THREE MAIN CHALLENGES/DIFFICULTIES:
n Legal issues: difficult but can be overcome
n Ensuring that funding promises are kept by donors
n Attracting enough potential backers: early and extensive
marketing is needed, on social media as in “real life”,
contacts to e.g. UnternehmerTUM etc. is also helpful

Challenge

Level of
difficulty

Explanation

Technical: Programming
the Website

[Green happy
smiley]
:)

Many templates exist, one team member is
an experienced engineer

Technical: Implementing a
Method to transfer funds

[Orange
unhappy
smiley]
:/

Solution that does not rely on voluntary
commitments would require setting up a
company

Legal: creating a data
protection plan

[Green happy
smiley]
:)

Leibniz Rechenzentrum services and the
TUM „Referat für Datenschutz“ make this
relatively easy

Legal: deciding the legal
character of the funds

[yellow neutral
smiley]
:|

Donations come with no legal complications
and offer tax advantages, but are
nonrefundable

Social: getting projects on
the platform

[yellow neutral
smiley]
:|

The poster campaign and grant allowed us
to get 4 projects to the website

Social: getting potential
backers to the platform

[red sad
smiley]
:(

Our offline and social media efforts were
insufficient reach enough possible backers

FUNCTIONALITY:
n If challenges are overcome (which is possible), crowdfunding is a convincing alternative to conventional methods
of science funding, although it cannot replace them completely ➔ just a supplement
n If frame is flexible enough, such a platform can also help students during times of crisis, as our COVID-19 relief
packages showed.

IMPACT AND SUSTAINABILITY

We had several good
talks with the people from the Fundraising Department of TUM, in
which they signaled their interest in our approach to crowdfunding
and our research and findings. In the best case this means they will
adopt our approch and work we did into an offocial TUM Crowdfunding
platform.
Now, that we have some findings, we gladly provide the platform and
the outcomes to TUM. We are confident that our project can be continued as the official crowdfunding platform of TUM.
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We can see that promoting the project on the Junge Akademie website and actively participating on social media platforms led to additional traffic on our website. We also see that official interviews in prominent publications read by the
target community lead to increased traffic. A surprising fact is that search engines are not the leading source of referrals.
This means that users mostly either wrote down the website URL by themselves by seeing it on our marketing or discovered the URL through the other sources. Our referrals data also shows us that the most prominently viewed project
“Ghana Rural Renewable Energy” has conducted additional marketing on LinkedIn. This leads us to believe that projects
conducting independent marketing can result in an important increase in their engagement.
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First find, then
fund projects

projects by pooling funds from a large community, could be used for
this purpose. Theoretical considerations show that it may offer distinct
advantages particularly in the context of funding small projects, such
as student-led or civic science. We develop a crowdfunding platform,
called CrowdTUM, to serve students and alumni of the TUM community, specifically to investigate what are and how to overcome the
challenges of establishing a crowdfunding platform for scientific
projects. We find that the technical and legal implementation of the
platform did provide a number of challenges to overcome, most notably
organizing the transfer of funds. However, the main challenge was
marketing our Crowdfunding initiative. While we managed to host
several projects on the platform, we were unable to gather the critical
mass of backers necessary to allow projects to get funding. A more
concerted social media push, combined with a way of reaching the
TUM Alumni community, could potentially have alleviated this problem.

Figure 1: Number of visitors to the CrowdTUM website over time.

While it has been possible to have some peaks post COVID-19 restrictions via online social media posts and related
marketing, we were unable to market the website in a way that could cause the same kind of uptick in views as real
physical marketing via posters in the TUM Campus while students still physically attended the university.
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